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Richard Brautigan
on Campus
May 5
See Page 5
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC, Stockton, California 95204

Lack of Candidater
Plaguer EC Elections
by Morris Hart

Elbert Covell College has be
am its preparations for the upoming elections. The campaign
period, for prospective candi
dates to the "June Directiva,"
.ill be from the 4th of May till
be 7th of May. The elections
.ill take place the 8th of May.
The Covell Electorate Tribu
nal composed of Carlos Romero,
ills years "Alianza Estudiantil"
President, Napoleon de Vargas,
N'ancy Leason, Karen Robertson,
Carlos Pizarro and Professors
Shimmeal and Vitell, as advisrs, has been assigned the task
insuring the smooth funclon of the campaigns and upoming elections.
The "Junta Directiva" is the
executive Cabinet of Covell's
udent government. The "Alimza Estudiantil" is the official
ame of Covell's student body.
The "Junta Directiva" consist
jf eight offices: President, VicePresident, Secretary, Treasurer,
Secretary of Culture, Secretary
jf Public Relations, Secretary of
education and Senator. It is the
duty of the Senator to repre
sent the "Alianza Estudiantil"
In the PSA.
The requirements for the
andidates to the "Junta Direc-

tiva" are very similar to those
of candidates for PSA offices.
The candidates are required to
be a member of the "Alianza
Estudiantil" for one semester
prior to running for any office,
they must be in good academic
and social standing, and they
must pass a test on the Covell
Constitution.
The senatorial candidates of
Covell must meet the PSA re
quirements as well as the re
quirements of Covell. This con
sists of taking a test on the
Constitution of Covell as well
as the Constitution Test of the
PSA. They must also acquire
two petitions with 25 signatures
each, one is presented to the
PSA, and the other to the "Ali
anza Estudiantil."
The President and Vice-Presi
dent candidates are required to
have completed 30 units of work
valid in Covell and keep a 2.5
average during their term of
office. The Secretary must be
fluent in both Spanish and Eng
lish and must be able to type.
The only Covell candidates,
announced presently, have been
for the office of Senator and
President. The Senatorial of
fice is being vacated by
(Continued Page 7, Col. 4)

Fairbrook Discusses
Food Service Conflict

Registration
Begins May 18
Advanced registration for the
fall semester of 1970-71 will be
held May 18-25, according to Dr.
Herald Nelson, UOP Registrar.
This is two weeks later than
was originally announced in the
University catalog. The extra
time thus gained will be used
to more effectively plan the
fall schedule of classes.
The University is planning a
completely new schedule of
classes next year. At present the
bulk of all classes are held be
tween 9 am and 2 pm, so that
greater utilization of other
hours of each day will tend to
lessen the problem of over
crowding in classes. A new
schedule was necessary, anyway,
since implementation of the
Danforth Curriculum included
a total reorganization of fresh
men and 5 sophomore courses.
As always, advanced registra
tion will be opened to only
those who are currently enroll
ed in UOP. Acceptance through
the Admission's Office will not
be sufficient to allow advanced
registration. Enrollment will
progress according to the stat
us which was indicated by the
student during the spring regis
tration procedures, with seniors
and graduates enrolling first,
followed by juniors, sopho(Cont page 8, Col. 4)
GRAVES WINS

Greg Graxes won the PSA
presidency in the runoff elec
tion last Wednesday. Gail Tribou won the runoff for Head
Songleader. There will be a
complete writeup of the elec
tions in next week's Pacifican.

a "complete mistake". Fair
brook also noted that it is
usually "counterproductive to
do things students oppose".
Present student employees
voiced their distress with FairIn a recent meeting with Food brook's "ill-timed" policy, can
Service employees, Paul Fair- did explanations and abrupt
brook discussed varied student- "permanent" mandate.
: ipervisor reactions to one of
Dining hall supervisors ex
by Melissa Markey
his latest administrative poli pressed their notable shocked
The American Association of
cies. The Housing and Food reactions to Paul Fairbrook's
3 rvice Director wished to clar sudden decision: supervisors University Professor's Statement
ify to all present the more res were given very little time to on Student Rights affirms that
should have protec
ponsible motives behind his lat- rearrange their staff belongings "students
tion through orderly proced
?st month long dining hall per into their new administrative ures against prejudiced or cap
sonnel interchange.
offices. Student and kitchen ricious academic evaluation."
personnel
hostilities found the
With this statement in mind,
Fairbrook moved dining hall
supervisors to new areas for a role of the new "permanent" an Ad Hoc Committee of the
'our week trial basis last month, supervisor to be a difficult one. Academic Council, headed by
tesults displayed active student Stated returned Callison dining the acting chairman of COP's
esentment which culminated hall supervisor Mr. Martha Philosophy Department, D r.
n North Quad dining hall pe- Schwinn, "Now it is great to be Gwenneth Browne, is currently
studying a recommendation for
itions and a Raymond dining back ... it really is."
Fairbrook explained his per an Academic Grievance Proced
lall boycott. Fairbrook origilally announced the personnel sonal surprise to the resentful ure on the UOP campus.
According to Browne, the
witch on a permanent basis student reactions opposing the
,ut retracted his decision soon dining hall switch. "One good mechanism of the grievance
tfter student protests. The "per- thing has come of this though," procedure now being discussed
nanent" interchange evolved Fairbrook added, "Ninety-ine per would include six major steps
oto an experimental four weeks cent of the students in the res leading finally to the convening
idence halls now know who of an Academic Grievance Pan
hrough the month of March.
el. The steps are as follows:
their unit managers are!"
Admitting certain inadequaFirst, the aggrieved student
The Food and Housing Direc
ies in his original personnel tor continued to explain further would discuss his complaint
ecision, Fairbrook commented
with the professor and inquire
(Cont. page 4, Col. 4)
hat his actual policy was not
"You can't feed kids with
-xcuses" reads the overhead
sign in the office of Paul Fairjrook, UOP Housing and Food
Service Director.

1 S|,0l,s#rs Six,h Week
by Dean Robbins
Free films have been shown
in Morris Chapel for more than
five weeks. Every Monday at 7
pm, a different film from the
Liberation Cinema series can
be seen. The Liberation Cinema
is a group of New Left docu
mentaries about social and poli
tical issues.
The Anderson Y paid more
than $500 to Documentary Films
of San Francisco to be able to
show these films. Financial aid
was also given by the students
of Callison and Raymond Col
leges. Having begun on March
10, the series has included,
among others, "The Battle of
Algiers", a sobering account of
guerrilla warfare in Algeria's
struggle for independence, and
"Yippie", a description of the
19 6 8 Democratic Convention
from the viewpoint of the Youth
International Party. The pro
grams usually run a little more
than an hour.
Stan Stevens, executive direc
tor of the Anderson Y, was
chiefly responsible for ordering
these films. He described the
purpose of the Liberation Cin
ema as being "to introduce via
film some of the thinking and
analyses of the New Left." Gen
erally, UOP students are from
politically conservative back
grounds. Also, the very atmos
phere on campus and in Stock
ton is of a conservative nature.
Therefore, these films serve as
opportunities for students to be
exposed to something different.
The intention is not to ex
clude the more traditional spec
trum of conservative to liberal
political thought but rather to
add a new facet to a student's
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of Liberation Cinema
political exposure. Stevens stat
ed that the films can also help
"to overcome some of the pro
vinciality and inertia" of politi
cal thought at UOP.
Unfortunately, the students
who usually attend the film
showings are those who have
already been exposed to the
political thought characteristic
of the New Left. Stevens com
mented, "it would be a good ex
perience for the more complac
ent and Establishment-oriented
students to see the films." The
films are free so that all per
sons will be encouraged to at
tend.
Because of the radical nature
of the films, there have been
some repurcussions from con
servative elements within the
community. Stevens said, how
ever, that the UOP administra
tion is to be commended for
not having been frightened by
this opposition from a few.
Stevens stressed the fact that
these films are educational and
not indoctrinational or enter
taining. He challenges the stu
dent body to prove, by attend
ing the films, that the major
ity of students are not at UOP
just to be entertained rather
than educated. Low attendance
at the films has so far exhibit
ed the minimal student interest
in the Liberation Cinema.
The remaining films to be
shown are: on May 4, "Huelga",
a description of the organiz
ing of the grape strike by Cesar
Chavez, and "Hasta la Victoria
Siempre", a film tribute to Che
Guevara, and on May 11, "Sons
and Daughters", an indictment
of the Vietnamese war, the
draft, and military training.

Grievance Proposal Nears Completion
into the reasons for the disput written evidence has been pre
pared, the grievance will be for
ed evaluation.
Second, failing a satisfactory warded to the Chairman of the
resolution, the student would Academic Grievance Board.
In the case that the student
normally proceed to discuss his
complaint with the department and the faculty advocate are
unable to agree upon the merit
chairman.
Third, if no satisfactory reso of a student's case, the matter
lution has been reached, the will be resolved by the Chair
student may enter his com man of the Academic Grevienve
plaint into the grievance pro Board who will decide whether
cedure. There will be a group or not the panel should be con
of students in the PSA who will vened.
Fifth, when a complaint is
work to assist the student in
assessing his complaint and forwarded to the Chairman of
preparing the evidence to sup the Board with the support of
port this complaint. These stu both a student and a faculty
dents will be called Student advocate, the Chairman will se
lect, from the Board members,
Advocates.
Fourth, the student will also a panel chairman who will be
have a faculty advocate, who responsible for scheduling the
will assess the complaint from hearing within thirty days af
the standpoint of the profes ter the appointments.
Sixth, within thirty days of
sional problems involved and
offer expert advice on evidence. his appointment, the chairman
When the two advocates agree of the panel will select his pan(Cont. page 8, Col. 2)
on the case's merit and the
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there will be
an answer.
Throughout the year the Pacifican has been attacked by
small but vocal groups as either "ritualistically left o een i
or devoid of meaningful content. Some have found the paper s
coverage of events lacking in objectivity. Othershave found it
lacking in content relevent to what is happening at
About two weeks ago next year's editorial staff began operat
ing the paper. Our intention was and is to make the Pacifican
a paper relevant to the university. This relevance implies sub
stantially more than coverage of sports events, speakers, dances
and senior recitals. Relevance somehow demands something in
addition to functioning as a public relations firm. The as
set for the Pacifican, then, is to explore as deeply as possible
issues relevant to education at UOP.
What is Pacific's AAUP doing? What have the students
sitting on university committees done to improve the calibre of
student life? Who is going to replace John Bevan? Larry Mere
dith? Stan Stevens? What is happening to university scholar
ships? What dorms are going to be coed next year and why
is it we are no closer to 24-hour open dorms than we were a year
ago? What can you do with a grievance?
That is what we are trying to answer. But these are rathei
simplistic inquiries. The complex issues arise from the attempt
to implement change, not from the question of its need. But
the Pacifican cannot hope to explore relevant
campus issues
unless it is involved in those issues. A reporter unfamiliar with
a given story cannot absorb in a brief interview as much infor
mation as a person involved in the story can divulge. In ordei
for the paper to cover major campus events with any insight it
is necessary for those writing to develop not only an interest in,
but a genuine concern for issues of major imprtance.

let it be.
it should?
viewpoint?
week next
it, we can

A word about our editorial policy concerning obscenity: it
doesn't exist, except within your mind. As a newspaper, we are
somewhat sensitive to the question of censorship. Our function
is to communicate thought as effectively as possible. The simpl
est way to communicate well is to use words which actually con
vey the thought the writer is trying to express.
Disagree? Its your money which funds us. There are few
better ways to guarantee your viewpoint will be heard by the
campus community than to write for the paper.

-BOB GREENSTREET
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BURNS TOWER
Dear Sirs:
I'm sure that I wasn't the
only person that felt the sloppy
bit about Burns Tower was defi
nitely out of place and sense
less in the Pacifican.
First of all the entire thing
had terrible rhyme if it were a
poem, and made no sense at all
if it were an article. Even the
idea of trying to make a picture
of words came out to be a flop.
Secondly a paper as the Paci
fican representing the Univer
sity has no basis for printing
four-letter words that an under
ground paper commonly uses.
Anyway the four-letter word
used was out of context, how
can you copulate with a tower?
Thirdly the person who wrote
it was himself gutless not to
sign his name.
Rick Claspill
The cartoon of Burns Tower
printed in the April 21 issue of
the Pacifican was signed. The
author's initials appear in the
lower left corner.—ed.
dear pacifican people,
cosmic blessings to the poet
who had the balls to "see"
Burns Tower of Babel as it real
ly is. some morning the capital
ist administrators of this diplo
ma mill might just find it in a
thousand separate pieces,
all power to the people!
Marc Corren
cell 247, west hall

GREEK PLEDGES

Do you find the paper does not cover all things
Would you like to see it represent a more balanced
Would you like to read a good school paper twice a
year? If your answer is yes, and you really mean
probably use your mind and pen.

What have you got to lose?

And the Hits Keep Coming...

FRANK STRAUSS
BOB GREENSTREET
... MARY ARNOLD
... BOB MCLEAN
ANDY LAPKIN
DOUG CHAPMAN
GREG BROWN
KATHRYN TOBIAS
CHARLEY SOLOMON
CRAIG URBANI
DARELL SHAFFFR
WILLIAM KOLLOCK

Dear Sir:
Do you wonder why people
are so often against the Greek
System? Another instance this
weekend strengthened our opin
ion that UOP's fraternities are
a far cry from mature college
men. Why Is it that the pledges
of Phi Delta Chi find it neces
sary to vent their excess energy

fro

have been smashed, and the re- im
pression is just beginning. fi
There is a tremendous ne
for financial help to defray tt
outrageous bail and legal
fense costs. The meager func
available have been extinguish. ...
ed. Next week, evictions frorr t ,
the Berkeley Tenant's Unioi »
rent strike are beginnnig ant -possible busts around our at P
tempts to keep people from be, P
ing evicted. Help us get our defi•
fense together!
Send as much money as you .-«•
possibly can to the People's Of fice, 1925 Grove, Berkeley, Cali
forriia, 94704. Make all checks :;
payable to the People's Part •*
Legal
Fund. Free tin* •5
JJCgCl. Defense
—
brothers and sisters in Berk.
eley!
fi
FREE ALL POLITICAL
PRISONERS!!!
People's Park Legal Defense ,:
Fund Committee
1*
SANTA BARBARA
Dear Governor:
The tragic loss of Kevin Moran impels me to write you.
I wonder what—and when—
you and I are going to do some
thing more—something real—to
deal not just with the effects ol
campus unrest, but with its
causes.
Friday—before Bill James, stu
dent body president at Univer
sity of California in Santa Bar
bara, issued the call for help
to which Kevin Moran respond
ed and went to his death, Bill'
BERKELEY
An open letter to the campus James called me and asked me
to help. He told me that earlier
community:
There has been a state of that day he had tried to call I
emergency in Berkeley for the you—with no response. He told
last two days with no foresee me that earlier that day he had
able end in sight. There have tried to call Lieutenant Gover
been more than 60 kidnappings nor Reinecke, got only as far'
(arrests) with ransoms (bail) set as his staff, no response. Bill's;
as high as $28,000 and totalling message—intended for you, for
an astronomical sum approach the Lieutenant Governor, and
ing one-half millon dollars, Un for me—was that the situation
(Contd P 3, Col. 1)
countable heads and bodies

on vandalous acts against other
living groups?
We Tri Deltas were having a
wonderful time with our Dad's
this weekend when Phi Delt
decided to paint our roof. A
water hose was used to com
pletely soak three of our girls
and the sleeping porch that we
had fixed up for our dads was
flooded.
Another note regards their
pledge program in general. We
are sorry, but we are not inter
ested at all in how many cuss
words they know that are in
cluded in their gross songs
which wake us up on a sour
note every Tuesday morning.
Their white coats, red bow ties,
and cute little bones that they
have chained to their wrist do
nothing to promote a mature
impression on campus of their
fraternity.
Most of us don't find our ex
periences this weekend very
amusing and we ask that in the
future Phi Dela Chi find a more
constructive way to sever the
college community. Remember,
Phi Delt, it is 1970—not the
days of the racoon coat!
Roxanne Holmes
Cathy Bumham
Alice Blocher
Mary Babson
Cathy Conrad
Luci Graham
Bonnie Paulson

TIGER GUIDE

4 pm — AAUP Meeting, WPC
Saturday, Miay 2
Friday, May 1
Auditorium
Speech Tournament
Speech Tournament — State
8:15 — Community Concert
Graduate School Foreign
High School Speech Cham
Marilyn Niska, Conserva
Language Test
pionship, all day
tory
8 pm — Reader's Theater,
Raymond College Retreat Day
"Lysistrata" WPC Auditor
1:30 pm — American River
Wednesday, May 6
ium
Band Concert, Conservatory
8 pm — Raymond College Fac
8:15 pm — Senior Recital,
7:30 pm — School of Educa
ulty Research Lecture, Hugh
Carol
Hayes,
piano,
Conser
tion Recognition Dinner,
Wadman, Great Hall
vatory
Raymond Great Hall
8
pm — PAI, Gerald Luber9-2 am — The Basement Cof
8 pm — Raymond film, "Con
now, Newsweek, San Fran
fee
House,
John
Ballantyne
senting Adult," ABBC docu
Cisco Bureau Chief, "Stu
mentary, Common Room
dent Unrest, President's Din
Sunday, May 3
8:15 pm — Chorus-Orchestra
ing Room
12-3 pm — Phi Mu Alpha SinConcert, Conservatory
fornia Formal, Initiation, Thursday, May 7
9-12 am — PSA Dance, CalliGold Room
4 pm — Academic Council
son
3 pm — Phi Mu Alpha Pro
Meeting, Regent's Room
9-2 am — The Basement Cof
vince Recital, Conservatory
8 pm — "Who's Afraid of Vii
fee House, John Ballantyne
ginia Wooif?" San Joaquin
Monday, May 4
Delta College, $1.00 with stu
8:15 pm — Senior Recital,
dent body card
BRIDAL REGISTRY
John Kay, tenor, Conserva Friday, May 8
GIFTS
tory
Placement Interviews
7 pm — Liberation Cinema,
PARTY SUPPLIES
Los Angeles City Schools
"Huelga" "Hasta la Victoria
5 pm, 8 pm — Theater Pro
ART SUPPLIES
Siempre," Chapel
duction, "The Balcony," Ro
tunda
Tuesday, May 5
8 pm — "Who's Afraid of Vir
Placement Interviews
ginia Woolf" Delta College
New Haven Unified School
Auditorium, $1.00 with Stu
3220 Pacific Avenue
District
dent Body Card
Phone 466-7031
11 am — Chapel, Katherine
8 pm — Reader's Theater
Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
Mulherin, "Woman's Aliena
"Lysistrata," WPC Auditoi
tion and Woman's Libera
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS
ium
tion, 1970," Chapel
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Coming . . .
(From P 2, Col. 5)
Santa Barbara was so tense
bat, absent outside assistance,
feared the night would not
ass without blood being spilli
Governor, in response, I calljd president Charles Hitch of
He university and asked him to
act, and he promised me he
vould i m m e d i a t e l y c o n t a c t
;iiancellor Cheadle at Santa
3arbara. I called Bill James
jack later that night, and we
iiscussed my going to Santa
3arbaxa; Bill suggested I could
jo more good by remaining
aere to attend Lieutenant Govtrnor Reinecke's dinner Satur
day night, and talk with him
about Santa Barbara. I did that.
Governor, I don't know
(ou did anything.

Page Three
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that

thing more, creative and pre
ventive—to deal with the causes
of campus unrest in California.
I know what I'm going to do
now, Governor—continue my
efforts to promulgate and ef
fectuate the eighteen-point posi
tive program I proposed last
June, which seems even more
timely now.
Governor—I wonder what you
are going to do?
In discussing the Moran trag
edy, you used the word "inevit
able." Governor, would you
meditate upon the use of that
word by a young man who was
a recent President — his name
was John P. Kennedy, and he
understandingly
said: "those
who make peaceful evolution
impossible—make violent revo
lution inevitable."

Perhaps, Governor, If I had
responded more to Bill James'
all—and perhaps, Governor, if
ou had responded at all to
Bill James' call, Kevin Moran
JOULD NOT HAVE HAD TO
espond to Bill James' call.

Governor, what will you do?

Governor, I abhor violence, I
aeither defend nor condone it.
But dealing with its symptoms
and calling people names, and
llaming others, does ABSO
LUTELY NOTHING to prevent
riolence.

Considering our recent ex
perience with the unpleasant
withdrawal effects of Viet Nam,
the Pacifican Staff is unequivo
cally opposed to the sending of
advisors or troops to Cambodia.
It is known that the war there
is being fought for control of
opium; this war
will prove
equally as addictive as Viet
Nam.
The Staff

I believe it is my responsibi
lity to do more, much more—
and it is likewise your responsi
bility, and that it is likewise
the responsibility of each and
every Californian, to do some

Sincerely
John Vasconcellos
AN OPEN LETTER
TO MR. NIXON

MOTHERS DAY
SUNDAY, MAY 10

the cherry tree
the tree house theory of social anarchy:
Political philosophers have long been renowned for their pen
chant for allegorical acrobatics when seeking a rational for a
particular concert or policy. One need look no further than the
Viet Nam was to unearth the jewels of their efforts. The "domino
theory" is a case in point. This theory attempts to draw a paral
lel between the highly covert and complex interrelations of states
in South East Asia, and a row of dominos. But who am I to
judge? So, in order to ride the crest of the wave of creeping
allegorism, I have developed my own fable of society, known
affectionately as the "treehouse theory of social anarchy."
We begin by defining society. Society is defined as a treehouse. It begins at the trunk, (the establishment) which is (sup
posed to be) the bastion of strength and life and vigor etc. for
the rest of the tree. Now then, all the little cultural inroads and
developments that a society has are seen as treehouse type plat
forms and gangplanks that interlace the branches.
Now remember that this is a swiss-family-robinson-type treehouse, which means htat it's a huge tree and still growing. In
fact, the limits of its growth are beyond our comprehension.
Growth (radical development) takes place around the outer peri
phery. Presumably, you would find Nixon right about the mid
dle of the tree, probably straddling the first Y in the trunk,
shooting angry glances in all directions at the radicals and
moderates and everybody with any sense, who have all gone
out on this limb or that. But there it stands in all its silly
splender, a massive chaotic organism full of irgnorance, arro
gant, aggressive monkeys who've lost the good sense to swing
by their tails.
Now we come to what I label the "meat heart postulate" of
the theory. Which states, simply, that the tree is going to fall.
Inevitably. Because the trunk is rotten. As in, to the core, so
to speak. Now maybe you envision this core of rot as unadulter
ated corruption, calcified bureaucracy, or social feedback strewn
askew. Whatever. I tend to think of the central rot as our
hypnostic obsession with nuclear weapons, but that's not im
portant. The requirements of the theory simply demand that
you accept the inevitably of the end.
Now when dealing with the beautiful simplicity of our tree
analogy, we must be careful not to let the ugly complexities of
society taint our thinking (remember the domino). It's very
easy to become mired in a mushy bog of conceptual realities.
So, with that in mind, I ask you: if a tree is going to fall—a
big treehouse full of people and society and everything, well,
what are you going to do about it, damnlt? Just sit there and
wait for a vertical horizon? Of course not. Essentially there are
two paths available: evacuate the tree (drop out), or chop it down
a branch at a time (selective bomboing) so that it doesn't make
such a godawful crash when it does fall. The first is unfeasable on a large; the second is illegal and a lot of fun. Of course,
those alternatives aren't new; the dropout/chopdown approach
has been popular for quite some time. What's been lacking was
an (in) coherent myth to give such actions legitamacy.

There is one opinion that I have avoided up till now. It's
so revolutionary I hardly dare think it. It shakes our voiy
foundations, challenges our basic assumptions — yes, precisely
that: The basic assumption, the meatheart postulate, that the
tree is going to fall. Abandon belief in the presumed cataclysm
of the future that absolves us from all duty to constructive ef
fort? Kind of makes you shudder, doesn't it. If the tree isn't
certainly, irrevocably going to fall, maybe we should be doing
our level best to see that it doesn't. But don't trouble your
head about it. Such speculation really has no place here. After
all, if we abandon the basic, meatheart assumption, then this
wouldn't be a theory of social anarchy. Would it?
-DARELL SHAFFER

Violence Disrupts 92 Campuses

TEAM UP FOR MOTHERS DAY pantskirts with
cotton knit top in a panapoly of styles and
colors. Left: no-iron pantsk.rt w'th F™ $n
ported cotton lisle mitred stripe top^ Skirt 511,
top $7. Right: bold striped polyeste^ and c»
ton skirt so adroitly cut you wouldnit know
it's a pantskirt, with colored trimmed cotto
lisle top. Skirt $19, top $8.

2019 ACIFIC AVENUE

CHICAGO — (CPS) — "Major
incidents" of campus protest
have occurred at the rate of
one a day during the first quar
ter of 1970, according to the
Urban Research Corporation.
Alhough some consider this
academic year more calm than
last, the statistics show that 92
campuses experienced major
unrest this winter compared to
88 during the same period last
year.
The protests were "not sig
nificantly less violent" than last
year nor did they draw fewer
participants, according to John
Naisbitt, president of Urban Re-

search.
He said violence occurred in
23 per cent of this year's win
ter's protests and 20 pier cent
of last year's.
The major issues have been
minority recognition, quality of
student life, greater student
voice in decision making, and
the war and military. The en
vironment has not yet been a
major source of protest.
The largest number of pro
tests have taken place in Ohio,
New York, Michigan, Massachus
etts and California, with every
section of the country exper
iencing some protest.

unclassified
ads
CORD Of BATTERY CASSETTE player and
recorder, plus unused tapes. $60, not
used, at present not wanted. Sam Shepard. 948-3076.
IF YOU MAKE CREATIVE goods ond wish
to display and sell them, contact World
ly Goods. Tue-Thur. Afternoons. The
Basement, John Ballontyne.
GREAT BOOKS SET—Bookcase.
fer. 477-6992.

Best of

INTRESTED IN SPORTS? Interested enough
to see a sports page next year? Talk to
Bob Greenstreet, 3rd fir. North Hall,
about sports reporting for fun ond
profit.
SOCIAL-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT EM
PLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES. Nationwide
directories of positions. All relevant
fields. Accurate, Current, Inexpensive.
Information writer Sociacom, Box 317,
Harvard Square, P.O. Cambridge, Mass.
02138.
FIAT 850 Spyder, 68, Excellent Cond.
Every option available. Dove 948-3076.
F.SCHER SKIS WOOD. Exec. Condition.
$35, used only 5 times. 465-4236.
UP TIGHT
TAKE A WEEKEEND OFF
STOCKTON LUXURY
HOUSEBOAT RENTALS
P.O. Box 29. Stockton—463-8324
69 KAWASAKI 120, under 1,000 miles.
$350, Exc. Condition. Trail or Street.
Call 465-4236.
UPTIGHT WITH THE DRAFT? Stockton
Draft Counseling Service. Mon. 7-10,
Anderson Y, Info Call 466-1496.
FIERY RED TRIUMPH Spitfire
wheels. Perfect Condition.
to increase your energy
464-2282 or See Susan
Philosophy Dep. Office.

'69. Wire
Guaranteed
level. Call
Armstrong,

SUB LEASE Townhouse Apt. June—Aug.
Near campus, Pool, Full Air. Take-over
payments $177 month. Max. 3 students
Call 946-2425. or 478 1358 (after 5)
COFFEE HOUSE, The basement of John
Ballontyne House.
Every Frl. & Sat.
night, 8-2, Groovy atmosphere, enter
tainment.
YOU CAN RIDE my bike anytime if you
will return it. lOspd., black frame,
racing bars, Dennis 948-0820.
CHARTER FLIGHTS 1970-71
Largest selection to and within Europe,
Israel, Africa, USSR, Summer-Fall. Still
OPEN Student ID Cards, Free Info.:
EASC European American Student Club,
inc. 323 N. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills,
Col. 90210 (2131 276-6293.
8'IY FOR LESS at FREEDOM SHARE REC
ORDS. UOP Student operated. 2300 W.
Alpine.
STEREO PORTABLE Record Player,
like
new. Zenith, 6 speaker, full controls.
$75 ($150. new) Call 463-1947.
FRESH DONUTS &

COFFEE AT THE "Y"

FU'TY FURN. HOUSE. 3 bdrm, close to
ramous. $180, Contact Dr. Widner, 228
Wendel Phillips,
#2571, 478-0923
p.m.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST & Confidential Sec
retary needs work in her home.
477-7962.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST and confidential
secretory needs work. Fast Service. Call
477 6862.
.
FOR SALE For a cool summer, Chrysler
auto ou-conditioner for your price. You
install. Details: 464-9280.
STOLEN—Allegro 10 spd Racing Bike.
Sr. #167085. $15 Reword. Ted Thomas
#115 Carter House, Call 462-9037.
READERS THEATRE presents. Lysistrata,
May 1, 2, 8, 9, Fridays and Saturday
Eve., 8 p.m. Wendell Philips 140. All
Seats 75c. Tickets at door.
WOMEN S LIB at UOP Chapel: Tuesdav,
Kotherine Mulherin. Free Lance iournolist active in radical women's liberation
organizations. Women's Alienation and
Liberation 1970." 11 a.m.
MARDI GRAS IS COMINGI MAY 6 TO
MAY 10.
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Angela Davis

Individual Exploitation is a Result of Capitalism
Ht /fir J// ?j"/rcrr<ra/...

by Mark Venn
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RENTALS
LOW RATES

Rent to Tryl
If You Buyl

Will Apply!

KaiJoapi
iMsinnacta

•

Miss Davis was fired from her
teaching position at the Univer
sity earlier this year by its
Board of Regents for her mem
bership in the Communist Par
ty of California. She has since
regained her position by virtue
of a court injunction which
ruled job discrimination due to
political persuations to be Ille
gal.
Her discussion began with the
observation that our's is an alie
nated society and that no insti
tution within it, whether poli
tical or social, can claim to be
free of alienation. This she be
lieves to be an outgrowth of
capitalism which inherently de
pends upon exploitation of indi
viduals for its existence. Col
leges and universities are but
one of the structured Institu
tions within our society which
perpetuate and intensify this
this feeling of alienation.

downstairs at

1700 PACIFIC AVINUI

"The Red and the Black:
What Are We Seeing?" was the
theme to which UCLA's Acting
Assistant Professor of Philos
ophy Angela Davis addressed
herself in Chapel on April 21.

ITOCKfON

ADDING MACHINES
CALCULATORS
TYPEWRITERS
•STUDENT SPECIAL
3 months $15

This is due in large measure
to the fact that the governing
and policy-forming bodies of our
colleges and universities are
composed primarily of men
coming from a very narrow
scope of political and social

W eek, Month or
Long-Term Lease
We've m o v e d only three
doors
but
new
larger
quarters to better serve
you.

North calllnrnla-nos-saoii

concern. Typically, these men
also hold positions on the
Board of Directors of large cor
porations and banks, and thus
have a great deal of vested
interests to be protected econ
omically. When these financial
interests come in conflict with
the best interests of higher edu
cation, more often than not the
prolonged interests of the edu
cational institution and the stu
dent receive the lesser consider
ation.
Alienation within the educa
tional system is further inten
sified by the fact that for the
most part, students and faculty
have little or no power over the
educational process. This is
characterized by the fact that
in few colleges and universities
across the nation do students
and faculty have any voice in
the hiring and firing of person
nel.

IB

But in a much broader sense,
the alienation in the educa
tional system is due in large
measure to its very nature. Miss
Davis believes that education in
its truest form must be a radi
cal prosess, that is, "getting to
the root of the subject." Educa
tion is thus alienated from the
greater society because in the
United States today radicalism
is viewed as essentially subver
sive in nature. Thus, if educa
tion is to be in any way effec-

t9

itt

tive toward its aims, it takes on
a subversive nature, alienating
itself from the rest of society

Because of this characteristic,
•>
colleges and universities have,,
in her view, been reduced to
prisons, where students are iso
lated from the war against re
pression going on outside them
The primary aim of this repr s
sion is the elimination of the
efforts toward Black liberation
in the United States. This .si
seen in the trial of Bobby Seals
and the indiscriminate raid by
three hundred Los Angeles po
lice on the Black Panther head
quarters while only eleven party
members were inside.
These efforts of
repression
against Blacks in the U.S. mani
fest themselves in a number of
ways, "Including," in Miss Da
vis' words, "Black children dic
ing of starvation because their t
mothers have nothing to feed /
them."
Miss Davis, 25, graduated mag
na cum laude and Phi Beta j
Kappa from Brandeis University
in 1965. She has studied under
internationally known
philos
opher Herbert Marcuse, at the Sorbonne in Paris and Goeth
University in Frankford, Ger
many. She is currently complei
ing her dissertation on the phil
osophicai implications of the 1
German student movement.

Fairbrook Reacts to Demands
(From P 1, Col. 2)
policy motives. Fairbrook wish
ed to examine current dining
hall problems which were other
wise unrevealed under the us
ual supervising staffs. The staff
change was possible only when
enough supervisors were avail
able to make the switch. Fair
brook admitted that if he had
staff-discussed his decision prior
to the final policy enactment he
probably "would not have had
enough guts to go through with
it"

real teeth.
Set your sights on this: The computer industry
is only fifteen years old and already there
is 15 billion dollars worth of computer equip
ment in use.
By 1975, that will double, creating more
than 500,000 new computer-related jobs.
Honeywell can prepare you for this bright
future. You'll be able to apply computer
technology to your chosen field. Or you can
make a promising career as a computer
specialist.
We have the only program that's exclusive!;,
for college graduates. And because we make
computer equipment, we're particularly wellqualified to teach you what computers are
all about.
Classes for the next session are forming
right now. This could be your big chance.
Pounce on it. Send the coupon.

I

1

Director of Admissions - Postgraduate studies
Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences
2600 East Nutwood Ave., Fullerton, Cal. 92631
(714) 870-0120
• I would like additional Information on your
program.
D I would like to arrange an Interview
on
at.
(date)
(time)
Honeywell will call you to confirm this
date and time.
Name:
Co ! ege
Address:_

L:
i

-Phone:-

Home Address:-

-Phone:-

I

I he Other Computer Company:
______ Honeywell ______

Many Food Service student
employees in the North Quad
area expressed their satisfaction
with the new dining hall super
visors and the kitchen person
nel expressed their reluctance
to see the new staff's departure.
Fairbrook added that "no
drastic major changes are ex
pected for the fall" and "future
Food Service shifts will be made
on an experimental basis."
Other advents in the Food Ser
vice also include recent stu
dent petitioning sponsored by
campus Ecology Action students
to discontinue paper cup usage
in the dining hall. Dave Wight,
Raymond student, is the current
organizer for Ecology Action.
Campus dining halls are well
equipped with drinking glasses
and cups and unnecessary Food
Service drain on paper cups
and materials is excessive, ac
cording to ecology supporters.
To promote efficiency in the
kitchens however, Fairbrook has
installed a two-way intercom
system. All personnel has been

instructed to use the new sys
tem to its fullest capacity. Rr
suiting problems have discov
ered kitchen cohabitation to be
too noisy and confusing fot
adequate intercom usage. To
most North Quad employees th<
intercom feasibility remains to
be seen.
Other contributions to the din
ing hall include installed hand
mikes for student usage and
stereo broadcasting. Students
are invited to play personal rec
ords over the music system dur j
ing weekends as a usual FM
station accompanies weekday
evening meals. Newer weekly
evening serving hours are from j
4:30-6:15 pm.
Semester Food Service policies
have also affected a ten-cent
wage increase for student em
ployees which Fairbrook ex
plained to be "a new viable
working pay system." The Food
Service employs 130 students
and notably student employees
will receive ten-cent higher wag
es next January.
Most employed students are
scholarship recipients at UOF
and work for mandatory finar.
cial reasons. The Food Service
has a notorious employee devis
ed reputation' for low wages for
campus students who are the
most needy for adequate jobs
which ideally would run close
to state minimum wage stand
ards. "I like to have jobs open
for my students who can use
spending money for different
things when they need it," Fair
brook stated in an earlier inter
view.
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Pacific Summer Session Brings Specialists

For the past forty-five years
be University of the Pacific
bas offered distinctive summer
programs with a gratifying res
ponse. The administration is
jow planning for the forty-fifth
session with a hope to meet the
various needs of all summer
students.

This summer the University
rill again have two five-week
sessions and each class period
rill be lengthened to meet the
time requirements. Courses will
be offered by the various de
partments to fulfill partial re
quirements for the bachelor's
and Masters degrees, the specialistist in education and the

Quaint and Charming
Pure Nostalgia
DECORATED IN RARE
& BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUES

)ME M

CtMrUs and Charlotte, Ownen

fe OMe

Hoosier

doctor of education degrees in
the School of Education, the
doctor of philosophy degree in
English and chemistry, and for
the several teaching, admini
stration, supervision, and pupil
personnel services credentials.

J. Mare Jantzen, Dean of Sum Department, University of Gha
mer School, freshmen entering na, will teach two classes deal
under the special summer ses ing with the history and politics
sion program will be highly en of Africa. Several workshops
couraged to enroll in the Intro will also be offered this sum
duction to Writing class. Also, mer; Workshop in Personality
an extensive list of courses will Assessment, Workshop in Econ
be offered to lower and upper omic Education, Workshop in
IMPORTANT DATES
division and graduate students. Creativity in Public School
Before enrolling in any course, Music, Workshop in Video Mi
June 15—Monday Registration approval must be obtained from crorehearsal, and The Sociology
for the first session from 8:00 one's academic advisor or from of Mental Health.
to 5:00.
Edward S. Betz, Dean of Stu
Those students wishing to
June 16—Tuesday Classes be dents.
have summer school credit to
gin at 7:00.
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
ward a UOP degree or teaching
July 17—Friday First session
Included in the 1970 Summer credential must file a formal
closes.
Session offerings are the follow application for admission. How
ing special activities designed ever, those students not wish
July 20—Monday Registration for
both public school teachers ing to apply summer school
for the second session from and other interested individ credits toward UOP degrees or
8:00 to 4:00.
uals: The Twenty-Third Annual credentials may register with
July 21—Tuesday Classes be Folk Dance Camp, Pacific Sum out formal application for any
mer Theatre, The Twenty-Third courses open to them. Evidence
gin at 7:00.
Annual Philosophy Institute, of good standing in colleges or
August 21 Friday Second ses and Outdoor Recreation Educa universities previously attended
sion closes.
will be required.
tion.
Summer School 1970 will re
main on the current curriculum
plan instead of the Danforth
Plan which goes into effect next
fall. This is of importance to
those high school graduates de
siring to begin their college
work this summer. Attendance
at two summer sessions can re
duce the time spent in college
by one semester. According to

Two foreign specialists are of
fering courses. Professor Bora
Drenovac, a faculty member at
the Sorbonne in Paris, will
teach Comparative Education
and a seminar dealing with
education in Yugoslavia. His
specialty is the comparative
grammar of Indo-European
languages. Professor B.D.G. Folsom of the Political Science

The cost of tuition for both
undergraduate and graduate
courses, per unit, is $46.00. The
cost of room and board per ses
sion is $211.00. No more than
six units per session may be
taken. Further information on
summer school may be obtain
ed in the special summer school
Bulletin, available in Dean
Jantzen's office in Owen Hall.

High Table Brings
Richard Brautigan

Raymond High Table presents
the poet Richard Brautigan, in
the Raymond Great Hall, May
5 at 8:00 pm. Brautigan, author
of Trout Fishing in America,
A Confederate General in Big

Sur, and several other books
will be reading selections from
his recent books, which will be
on sale at the door.
As all of those in the Ray
mond High Table series, this
presentation is open

without

charge to the entire university.

#
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Drew Wins
Opera Award

Hendrix
Captures
Cal-Expo
by Dave Whelan
On Sunday, April 26, Strongwinds Productions hosted an
outdoor concert at Cal-Expo in
Sacramento. Appropriately the
strong winds blew. Jimi Hen
drix drew a crowd which pack
ed the grandstand facility even
though the weather conditions
were threatening.
The show slated for 3:00 pm
was thirty minutes late due to
the necessity of last minute
stage alterations. However, when
BLUE MOUNTAIN EAGLE, third
group on the billing, began to
play the crowd was quick to get
into the swing of things. EAGLE
presented a good set which was
bettered by an excellent, con
cluding 15 minute drum solo.
The BUDDY MILES EXPRESS
was next to play. Their perform
ance was accepted generously
by all but a few people who
decided one of the gates sur
rounding the facility was poor
ly positioned and quickly re
moved it. This resulted in
another delay before the JIMI
HENDRIX EXPERIENCE took
the stage.

Carol Perkins Drew emerged
as first place winner in The
San Francisco Opera Merola
Awards regional competition
held last Friday at Luther Burbank Auditorium in Sacramen
to. Mr. Matthew Farruggio of
The San Francisco Opera and
Mrs. Julia Monroe j*dging.
Each of the finalists drawn
from the Western United States
will appear on June 29 at the
San Francisco Opera house with
orchestra. The winner receives
a contract with the San Fran
cisco Opera Company. As reg
ional winner Carol receives a
two month summer scholarship
with The Merola Opera Program
in San Francisco and they pre
sent a program at Stern Grove
in the late summer.
The Sacramento Opera Guild
is presenting Carol with a $500.
award. This regional area in
cludes Eastern and Northern
California and Northern Nevada.

Carol is a Graduate Teaching
Assistant in Biology on Campus
and will be receiving her M.S.
degree in June. For the two
years on Campus she has been
Hendrix and Company arriv studying Voice with Miss Eliza
ed in a jet black limousine and beth Spelts. Professor of Voice,
immediately captured the audi and Opera Theater with Dr.
ence. "Purple Haze" and "Foxy Lucas Underwood. While at
Lady" were the only two refer Whitman College in Washing
ences to the past. Hendrix sup ton, Carol studied voice with a
plied the rest with a new fresh UOP graduate and former stu
sound: a mixture of past and dent of Miss Spelts and Dr. Un
derwood. On Saturday, April 25,
present.
Carol will sing the role of "The
More events are promised for Countess" in Mozart's "Mar
Cal-Expo this summer. Strong- riage of Figaro with Dr. Under
winds announced that July 10, wood conducting the UOP pro
JANIS JOPLIN will do a con duction.
cert in Sacramento. Then, later
in the year LED ZEPPELIN is
Several years ago, another
due for a performance.
UOP graduate student of Miss
Spelts, Frances Groves Perry
Although Strongwinds Produc won the finals of The San Fran
tions may have lacked in some
aspects of a smooth-running cisco Opera. Carol and her hus
concert; they certainly did not band Irvin Drew, Doctoral Can
lack in quality of entertainment didate in Chemistry are In resi
dence at Casa Jackson.
provided.

4100 So. Hwy. 99
STOCKTON

PHONE

464-1313

It's ' A R F
comedy . . .'ARF
mystery... and
HOWLarious! .

WALT DISNEY'S

101
tAAIMATIAMf
SPOTacular
cartoon feature

Door Open at 8:00 p.m.
Showtime 8:30

STOCKTONIANS DO
THEIR OWN THING

first off-Broadway musical ever
by Charley Soloman
to receive the highly prized
Gn Friday the first of May N e w D r a m a C r i t i c s ' C i r c l e
the Stockton Civic Theatre will Award. This prize is given to
present YOUR OWN THING, a that musical judged by the crit
rock-musical version of William ics as the best of the New York
Shakespeare's TWELFTH season.
NIGHT. Performances will con
The Stockton production
tinue every Friday and Satur
marks
two important occasions;
day evening through May 30.
There will be two extra perform it is the musical's first non
ances, an evening show on professional production on the
Thursday May 28 and a 2:30 West Coast and it is the first
matinee on Sunday, May 28. attempt at multi-media theatre
R e s e r v a t i o n s a r e a v a i l a b l e by the Stockton Civic Theatre.
through the Weberstown Mall For the latter the SCT will use
Box Offcie or by calling the "eight projectors and a battery
Stockton Civic Theatre directly of tape recorders to project and
amplify the slides and tapes
at 463-6813.
One of the most successful from the professional compan
musicals of recent years, it has ies". The principals of the cast
played in over 900 performances include Sidne Long, Judy Car
in New York City since its open uso, Don Zimmerman, Denny
ing there in January of 1968. It Jaramillo, David Guillermo, Jul
won rave reviews and was the ie Grider and Harold Govett.

A Gapella Choir Gives Concert
by Janelle Magnuson
University of the Pacific A
Capella Choir, under the direc
tion of J. Russell Bodley, pre
sented its annual spring con
cert Tuesday evening, April 14,
at 8:15 pm. The Conservatory
auditorium had almost a full
house.
RECENT TOUR

the Miller's Daughter," a Slovakian folk tune, was traditional
ly pictoral, humorous and rhy
thmic. The folk song was
sprinkled with colloquial excla
mations and was about a girl
in love who was "drowning in
sorrow."
BODLEY'S MUSIC

A composition by Bodley, "A
Chant Out of Doors" was a sal
utation to the Creator's beauty
in nature, and utilized soloist
Rick Costa. Two other soloists,
Diane Hamilton and John Kay,
were featured in the spiritual
"There is a Balm in Gilead," by
Dawson. This serene, consoling
piece was followed by a stac
cato plantation song, "Harpers
Creek". "The Flower Factory",
The choir opened with two by director Bodley and F. W.
pieces for Double Choir, empha Evans opened with the names
sizing the polyphonic texture of four little Italian girls who
of the music. "Misericordia worked in a sweat shop. The
Domini" by Durante was a flow music portrayed the doleful,
ing, serious, churchlike compo hopeless quality of the tedious
s i t i o n , f o l l o w e d b y B a c h ' s monotony of making paper flow
"Come, Jesus Come." The choir's ers.
pronunciation was clear, and
"Little children who have nev
their use of expression convey
er learned to play . . .
ed the intense longing and suf
"Her
fingers ache today . . .
fering of Jesus.
"They have never seen a rose
Next the singers involved
bush or a dew drop in the
themselves in Darke's "O Bro
sun."
ther Man," a plaintive, soulThis interesting piece ended
searching prayer that requests in a prayer—an revealed long
peace and brotherhood. The
ing to be free.
choir also performed the truimTHREE ENCORES
phal "Halleluia Song" by WilkThe choir drew three en
erson and Lekburg's "Let all
the World in Every Comer cores. The first was a quick,
Sing." The Lord's Prayer, ar Jively, "O Dear What Can the
ranged for the UOP choir by Matter Be?" The audience was
its directors, was rendered tra |n stitches at the choir's serious
ditionally and featured soloist rendition of "Three Blind Mice"
David Watson. The piece was (variations on a theme). For the
inspirational and ended like the traditional Benediction, Dr. Bod
faint echo of churchbells in a
ley invited any former mem
bers in the audience to join the
great cathedral.
choir. Seven people did so. On
their tour in Southern CaliforSECOND HALF
kiia, alumni choir members
After intermission, Bodley joined in the Benediction at ev
introduced lighter, more con ery place the choir sang.
temporary music. Williams'
BACKGROUND
"Roots and Leaves" melody
Organized in 1916, the Pacific
seemed to wander like a poem.
"The Pelican Chorus" from A Capella Choir is the first such
"Three Nonsense Songs" by organization on the West Coast,
Skolnik had a storybook devel for over 50 years, the choir has
opment with the ladies spinning presented concerts throughout
the tale. Contrastingly pensive the West and for over 25 years
and sensitive, Hebrides' "Sleeps plso has been the featured chor
the Moon" (arr. Gwyn-Arch) was al group at the Mirror Lake
a soft, songful melody that fad faster Sunrise Service in Yoseed away to a murmur. "Annie tnite National Park.

The choir has recently com
pleted a Spring Tour of South
ern California, so it presented
a collection of tour music to
the Tuesday audience. The
works ranged from religious to
humorous secular, and included
two compositions by Dr. Bod
ley.
PROGRAM

Doctors Favor
Legalized Pot

DEL MAR, CALIF. — (CPS) —
A survey of more than 600 drug
researchers, psychologists, and
physicians revealed a high per
centage of them believe mari
juana should be as available as
alcohol to the public.

CALIFORNIA
242 E. Main 465-5765
ALWAYS
3 BIG FEATURES
CHANGED
EVERY WED. & SUNDAY

STARTS TONITE
"BEST SUPPORTING
ACTRESS"

Goldie Hawn
'CACTUS FLOWER"
AT 7 t II
Color!
Also

'MACKENNA'S GOLD"
AT 8:55

COLOR!

5th WEEK

Paul Newman
Robert Redford
"BUTCH CASSIDY
and the SUNDANCE KID'
Also

"HARD CONTRACT"

•Bl
NOW THRU THUR
Open 6:45
The World's Most Honored
Motion Picture

"BEN HUR"
ONE PERFORMANCE 8:22
Plus At 12:31

Color

'THE EXTRAORDINARY
SEAMAN"

STARTS TONITE

Jim Brown
"TICK...TICK...TICK'
AND

"LIVE A LITTLE,
LOVE A LITTLE"
_Also_

"ARIZONA
BUSHWACKERS"

Viernes y Sabado
CAPULINA

EL ZANGANO
y La Barranca Sangrienta
Domingo: Gaston Santos

EL SILENCIO
y LA LLORANA
Miercoles: AFICIONADOS

EL BARON Del TERROR
y LA LOCURA ROCK y ROLL
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Aristophanes

MASH

Done at UOP

gives a

DAM'S!

by Bobon Ielarid
Coming up this weekend is
one of the more exciting Read
er's Theater performances of the
year — Lysistrata. The well
known satiric work will be pre
sented May 1, 2 and 8, 9 at 8
pm. Admission is 75c. With an
excellent cast and an enticing
text it promises to be one of
the better shows of the year.

ATLANTIS AND
AQUARIUS
WITH CHARLEY

SOLOMON

THE TIMES THEY ARE CHANGING
Change is everywhere in contemporary American Society.
Not only in politics and government, not only in the inner cities
and the rural poverty areas, not just in race relations and moral
standards, but also in the traditional inviolable bastions of the
upper and middle classes—the suburbs, the mass media, the
colleges and universities, the great corporations. Everywhere the
young, the poor and the minorities are in the forefront, leading
the battle to open up and totally restructure and redirect our
whole society and culture.
Pacific is slowly beginning to involve itself in today's world,
to feel the effects of the changes in American society. It has
Set amid the bedroom hassle- delayed perhaps too long in this and the progress made thus
ing wives and the never-home- far is encouraging but hardly brilliant, and painfully slow.
on-the-weekend soldier spouses
As the new Editor for Cultural and Campus Social Affairs of
of Ancient Greece, the story the Pacifican, it is my intention to bring to you the significant
takes on a farcial aspect. Sick trends in the culture and thought of our generation and other
of the continuing wars between groups leading the fight for change. I will discuss with you
Sparta and Athens, the women their effects on the Pacific experience .socially and academically
decide to protest by boycotting as well as culturally. The new American revolution is relevant
the bedroom. Banding together to every college student in this nation, whatever they may
under the well-equipped Lysis lieve and wherever they are. It is relevant to you as Paci tc
trata the battle is fought on
an "all's fair in love and war StUdyes there is violence, trauma and confrontation aplenty
basis". Using weapons more
in these times; as Thomas Payne said of the first y^ertcan Revo
fatal than the bomb, they tor
lution, "These are the times that try men's souls.
But ours is
ture their husbands to the
also
an
era
of
creative
thought,
constructive
action
and
refresh
breaking point. The husbands
out of sheer frustration finally ing change for our America and the peoples of the world, an
we are a young, concerned and committedly activist generation.
agree to truce.
Let it be so for us at Pacific, and let it begin today. This can
Lysistrata will be played by be the first day of the rest of our lives.
AND THE BEAT PICKS UP . . . WILL IT GO ON?
De De Wilson. She has had ex
This
past month the Anderson Y revealed a "Five-Year-Plan"
perience in acting and knows
how to take command of an for the development of the Y over the next five years. There are
audience. The other four fe the long-awaited proposals on an expanded community-Involve
male parts are played by per ment program, in cooperation with Dr. Diamond, and an expand
sons of varied experience and ed campus activities program, to be coordinated hopefully wit
background. The sexy role of a Student Union facility. It is oiir understanding that the plan
Calonice is played by Debbie still needs the approval of the Anderson Y Board and that there
are certain areas still to be clarified in the projections, but
Westler who has had experience
in another Reader's Theater hit more pertinent to this column are the regular coffeehouses, vast
—Sappho. The exuberant Anne ly increased film program, dialogue programs among all seg
Simons shows promise as the ments of the student population, and extensive social and rec
character Myrrine and Susan reational calenders suggested.
Cline plays a strong role as one
There is a projection for up to a hundred underground, A
of the Spartan women. The old and unusual movies during a single academic year. I note with
er and sarcastic Leader of Wo enthusiasm and expectation the suggestion that such valuable
men is played by Kathy Quyle. and enjoyable activities as Y pack trips and retreats could be of
Andy Soulek, who had the lead
fered as often as the student demand was sufficient.
ing role in 1984 is the Leader
While this plan is admittedly a projection, the brief outline
of Men. The part of the young,
of a new direction for Y cultural and social activities, it is also
boisterous magistrate is played
one of the most valuable documents to be proposed at UOP in
by Greg Simpson. Fred Lavotti
will play the humorous role of this area in some time. I would hope for its approval soon and
Cineasias. The performance will that many other groups responsible—at least in theory—for cam
?p!hcenturyFo*(ieseats J.V JL
WF
An IngoPremingerProduction
be directed by the young and pus social and entertainment life would then examine those
DONALD SUTHERLAND; ELLIOTT GOULD TOM SKhRRITT
talented member of the speech features of the plan relating to these areas, with the idea of pos
sible changes for themselves in mind. Such proposals should
department, Mrs. Hickman.
If you don't get your
certainly help the campus community in redirecting its social
A NATIONAL GENERAL GO.^
share of laughs when you
The production should have life into more meaningful channels for the future.
see this film, ask the
YE OLDE TRADITIONAL CULTURE-PATTERNS
a
little something for every
manager for a refund—
In
keeping
with our policy of reporting significant cultural
body; humour, sex, a comment
you'll really get laughs!
trends on the UOP campus the Cultural Affairs Staff is pleased
on war, and even an inspiration
NOW PLAYING!
for the Women's Liberation to note that approximately 6 pm on the evening of April 22, two
cultural pillars of our Sophomore Class, Roger Goldblatt and
Front.
Michael Arthur, were observed on the lawn of Anderson Dining
Hall attempting to catch birds by salting their tails. At one
point they were seen using a mixture of salt and pepper to lure
SHERWOOD PLAZA
••speckled warblers", having failed to entrap the more common
blackbirds and "redbirds". We feei this is a worthy innovation
on one of man's most prined "old wives' tales" traditions. Paci
PACIFIC AVE. at ROBINHOOD DR.
fic should be honored.
H
Three
had a North-American Student
—L A. TIMES
is
GREGORY PECK
(Con't. from P 1, Col. 2)
marooned
RICHARD CRENNA,.
the present Covell Senator, Body President. It remains to be
Jerry Mirassou. Morris Hart seen whether this years elect
astronauts. // DAVID JANSSEN.
A ERANKOVICHions can snap this string.
and Rick Claspill are the two
JAMES FRANCISCUS
STUftGES
And
candidates
competing
for
the
PRODUCTION
The "Alianza Estudiantil" of
f GENE HACKMAN MAROONED
critical post. They have started Covell wishes to extend its con
only
campaigning, because the posi gratulations to two of its mem
55
MIUVISIO*
tion they seek is one in the PSA. bers, Roy Nunez and Hunter
£«STtM«COl08
minutes
^
Past elections in Covell have Nadler.
always been hard-fought and
CoJumtjra Piclmes
lett tO
Roy Nunez was elected the
exciting. This year, with 46%
rescue
new
treasurer of th PSA. He
irgain
7:00
9:15
of the "Alianza Estudiantil" con
1:45
4:15
collected 83% of the total votes
itinee
them. I
sisting
of
freshmen,
should
be
^
OEMCRAL
in. thru Sat
no exception. In the seven years cast for tha post. Huner Nad
CIMIMACORRORATIOM
II Seats 75c
.rn.to2p.if
that Elbert Covell College has ler is he out-going Communicabeen in existence it has never ions Commissioner of te PSA.
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Green Announces Co-ed Dorms

FREE
With this coupon—to all

Pacific Students—$1.00 off
on any large Pizza
eaten at Dino's
Open 11 a.m.-l 1 p.m
We have a terrific
all-Italian Menu.
ANNOUNCING—We are getting

BEER

DINO'S
across from Bruener's
next to the Hide-a-way on
Hammer Lane.

by Steve Trexel
A talk with Stanley Green,
assistant director of housing,
revealed interesting living ar
rangements that are going to
be available to students next
semester. These will be in ac
cordance with, and subject to
upper class priorities, and the
number of new students en
rolling.
"Coed living will be instated
in 7 of the 14 dormatories on
campus," said Green. "These
will include Farley, Wemyss,
Price, Ritter, John Ballantyne,
Carter, and McConchie. This
type of arrangement, instigated
on student request, will replace
the 24 hour visitation familiar
in several of the houses." With
this type of arrangement the
"night lock up," common in all
women's dorms will be replaced
in this case with "open 24
hours," common in all men's
dorms. The men will live on the
1st floor, women on second, and

possibly men or women on
third.
Living in the University Town
house Apartments or other off
campus facilities, will be avail
able to some students, however
the Townhouse Apartments
have already been filled and
students can no longer sign up
on the waiting list. Both men
and women of upper class
standing will have the right to
live off campus, (women were
given the right this past year)
with both men and women of
the age of 21 having this right
regardless of class standing.
Is there any possibility of
sophomores moving off campus
because of possible overcrowd
ing? To this Mr. Green stated,
"It is still too early to tell. It
will depend on the population
of UOP next semester, and this
information which comes from
advanced registration and the
admissions office has not been
received yet."

SAC Favors Grievance Plan
(From P 1, Col. 5)
el members, provide a copy of
the complaint and evidence to
the faculty members involved,
•set a date for, and conduct,
the hearing.
for $1.00 you get
TACO
BURRITO
BUCKET OF BEANS
LARGE DRINK
No more than a
2 minute wait on orders
offer good only at

Lower Sact. Road &
Hammer Lane

POWER TO CHANGE GRADE
As stated in the recommenda
tion, the panel will have the
power to change the grade if it
deems advisable, and its deci
sion will be final. "A written re
port of the decision will be pro
vided to the student and the
professor involved, to the Chair
man of the Academic Grievance
Board and, where the grade is
changed, to the registrar and
to the dean of the college in.
volved." All material will be
held confidential.
PRESENT POLICY
Under the present academic
policy, the aggrieved student
may approach only the individ
ual professor, the chairman of
the department and then the
dean of the college involved.
However, no one except the pro
fessor himself has the legal
right to change a grade and the

Give Mom a BteHMg early.
And make Mother's Day last longer.
Call or visit an FTD florist today. And
order a BigHug Bouquet to arrive
early. He'll send it across the street.
Or country. A special arrangement.
For a very special mother. Yours.
Usually available
at less than

s12.50

The FTD BififWg bouquet
!:As

May 1,1971
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an independent businessman, each FTD Member Florist sets his own

prlcw.

intervention of the department
chairman and the dean must
operate to persuade the pro
fessor to agree to do so. The
recommendation, on the other
hand, suggests that the faculty
collectively cede the final power
to the Academic Grievance
Board.
HISTORY
Last year, two cases of alleged
Violations of student rights ap
peared before the local chapter
pf AAUP. Although the chapter
took no immediate action re
ferring to these cases, they did
decide to ask the University to
endorse the national statement
on student rights.
Last October, UOP's Student
Affairs Committee endorsed the
national statement. On the
same day, a panel consisting of
the deans of students, and the
preceptors of the various col
leges was sponsored by the
AAUP to discuss the Statement's
impact on the UOP campus. At
the end of this meeting, the
local chapter voted to form a
committee to determine the cur
rent status of students rights
on the campus and prepare a
recommendation on the aca
demic grievance procedure.
In March, this committee took
the recommendation to the Aca
demic Council, which, in turn,
endorsed the entire statement
on the 12th. The Council also
formed the Ad Hoc Committee
headed by Dr. Browne which is
currently drafting the recom
mendation into a proposal to be
returned in May to the Aca
demic Council for approval.
After the Academic Council
endorses the proposal, Browne
hopes It will be submitted for
final analysis to the Executive
Policy Committee. "The Aca
demic Council is the most im
portant body because it repre
sents the faculty itself," Browne
said, "but the final decision
rests with the Executive Policy
Committee." To the best of
Browne's knowledge, this same
committee has not yet endors
ed the local AAUP chapter's
Statement on Student Rights.
VITAL ISSUE
Dr. Browne considers the is
sue of a student grievance pro
cedure to be of vital import
ance to the future of the Uni
versity. "I think it is needed:
(Continued on Page Nine)

dent fails to complete a cL
in progress, or if a failing grz
is received, that student will
ceive a certificate attesting '(
his impending graduation, wit
the diploma to be dated as
the semester when all defic
cies have been removed.
In the past years many
iors have not known their exacy p
status until immediately priop
to the actual ceremonies.
• «

REGISTRATION NEAR

(From P 1, Col. 3)
mores, and freshmen.
Seniors who have applied for
graduation in June should note
an important change in this
year's procedures. Every senior
who has received tentative ap
proval for graduation will be
allowed to participate in the
graduation ceremonies. If a stu-

SPECIALISTS IN
SKIING

•/me/jJer

BACKPACKING
TENNIS
WATERSPORTS

145 W. Alder—Stockton
Phone 465-0291

I
I

Headquarters for Quality

BACKPACKING EQUIPMENT
GERRY—TEMPCO—PIVETTA—RAICHLE
OPTIMUS—PRIMUS—SVEA—BLEUET
a complete line of RICH MOOR FOOD

EQUIPMENT RENTAL
PACKS — SLEEPING BAGS — PADS — STOVES

REMEMBER!

MAY

1 0th!

Mom's are Mothers

Nieces are Mothers

Aunts are Mothers

Sisters are Mothers

Grams are Mothers

Great Grams ae Mothers

BEAUTIFUL CARDS—ALBUMS—CAMERAS-GIFTS

at
GLUSKIN'S

CAMERA

CORNER

2034 Pacific Ave.

(rye-klee) of Switzerland

HIKING BOOTS

$20.00

village sports
#
299 Lincoln Center — Phone 478-5615

Jay 1> 1970
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ituart Library Receives Blood Bath
In Isla Vista
John Muir Collection
t
The Stuart Library of WestAmericana, unknown to
it Pacific students, houses
y valuable and informative
Uections of books and manuripts about the history of the
nited States west of the Mis;ssippi River, with special conentration on the history of Califcnia to the present.
The library is a center for
ps area for researchers interto! in Western history. It conains many first editions of
floks, and very early editions
aublished in California or about
;alifomia.
The library also has a Mark
>ain collection, a Lincoln Colstion, and a California Misions collection, among others.
Current publications on West
ern history can also be found
: the library.
MANUSCRIPTS

The library has fifty-five majir collections of manuscripts of
npublished records. These are
enerally business and legal paers, literature, lecture notes
irepared by former UOP profesors, and county and city recrds.
Recently the library received
the world's largest collection
if John Muir papers" from Mrs.
Joel A. Clark, one of John
fuir's granddaughters. The colection contains letters, manucripts of essays and books,
amphlets, drawings, p h o t o taphs, and other historical maerials belonging to Muir.
The library has approximately
DC minor manuscript collecions, including personal diar;s, journals, and legal papers.
A collection of photographs of
itockton and the vicinity, datng back to 1870, as well as a
ollection of over 800 trail maps,
ionated by Dr. William Payden
a 1954, are also contained in
tie library. These materials,
ike all materials in the library,
ire donated.
HISTORY

The history of the library be
an in 1947 when Dr. Bums
Jid Dr. Hunt started the Caliornia Historical Foundation.

ISLA VISTA, Cal. — (CPS) —
The frequently quoted blood
bath Gov. Ronald Reagan called
for may have started in Isla
Vista Thursday April 15. Once
again, the University of Califor
nia at Santa Barbara commun
ity erupted, this time over the
banning of Chicago Eight de
fendant Jerry Rubin from San
ta Barbara County.
Tensions had been high all
week over the ban which has
initiated by the University ad
ministration and County Board
of Supervisors. A crowd of ap
proximately 3,000 students who
would have heard Rubin listen
PACIFICS HISTORIAN
ed instead to his wife Nancy
Mrs. Martha O'Bryon is assist and Stu Albert, candidate for
ant curator for the library and Alameda County Sheriff, with
the editor of the library's quar much of the crowd walking to
terly publication—the "Pacific Isla Vista's Perfect Park after
Historian," which covers the the speeches.
activities of the Pacific Center
NIGHTFALL BRINGS ACTION
for Western Historical Studies,
The seemingly peaceful mood
centered at the Stuart Library. of the restive students changed
It also contains studies on to a more violent one as night
Western history.
fell. First, fire hydrants were
The library is a research li opened, flooding streets. Later,
brary, therefore students are windows were broken in the
not allowed to check out mater Bank of America branch which
ials but must use them there. hastily was set up to replace
The Stuart Library is located to the one burned in February and
the right of the entrance of the I.V. Realty. Trash can fires were
main library. It is open from lit throughout the business
8:30 am-10 pm. Monday-Thurs area. The crowd then congre
day, from 8:30-5 pm on Friday, gated in the Bank of America
and from 9 am-12 noon on Sat parking lot where attempts
were made to turn off the lights
urday.
of the Bank.
At approximately 11 pm, with
out warning, large dump trucks
and several smaller trucks fill
ed with police came speeding
MEADVTLT.F,, Pa. — (CPS) — down the street to the bank at
The student government of Al 40 to 50 miles an hour. The
legheny College has declared police shot cannisters of C.S.
the dorms here officially open and C.N. gas toward the crowd
to 24 hour intervisitation, ig assembled in the parking lot.
Chaos took over. Six people
noring the school's administra
were shot with bird shot by
tion in the process.
The administration had set up police as they fled from the gas.
an 11 member board to consider The crowd dispersed imme
the issue, but students decided diately, but the gas firing con
tinued through Isla Vista. Po
it was moving too slow.
In effect, the open dorm pol lice cars traveling at high speed
icy has been in practice for fired buck shot and bird shot
over a month. Violators are at crowds. Two buses carrying
taken to the student court, police from Santa Barbara
which has simply refused to County sheriffs department and
surrounding counties arrived,
convict them.
and the police grouped at the
Bank of America parking lot.

Hunt became its first director.
The purpose of the foundation
was to provide a place for re
search on American studies for
this area.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginai R- Stu
art became directors of the li
brary in 1957. Their donation of
a large collection of material on
the Pacific Northwest marked
the beginning of the present
Stuart Library. They served as
directors until 1964.
Dr. R. Coke Wood is the li
brary's present director, and Dr.
Ronald Limbaugh serves as
Archivist.

Students Declare
24 Hour Open Dorms

WANTED!!
1,000
UOP CO-EDS
to receive 8 pair
of earrings
ABSOLUTELY FREE

FRIDAY'S REPLAY

Friday night April 17 witnes
sed much of the same type of
action. A dusk to dawn curfew
had been slapped on the area.
People, indignant about the cur
few and police violence of the
previous night, came into the
streets. Bank windows were
broken, and two fires were lit—
one in front of the bank and
another two blocks away in
front of the Taco Bell.
Approximately 250 demonstra
tors and other persons Intent
on stopping the violence roam
ed about I.V. Both factions of
the crowd gathered at the Bank
of America, and both were in
violation of the curfew. As trash
fires were started vigilantes put
them out.
KEVIN MORAN

WEBERSTOWN MALL—STOCKTON
4950 PACIFIC AVE.

During the melee, a student
Kevin Patrick Moran, was shot
and killed on the steps of the
Bank. He was one of a group

Plan
Grievance
(Continued from Page Eight!

of Isla Vista residents who
answered an appeal by Asso
ciated Students President Bill
James for persons to put out
fires and protect the commun
ity. Ironically, Moran was shot
while opposing attempts to burn
the bank.
Preliminary ballistics reports
state that Moran was felled
with a .30 caliber bullet. Al
though police were carrying
weapons of the caliber, at first
they claimed a sniper was res
ponsible for Moran's death.
However, at a press conference
Monday April 20, Santa Barbara
County Sheriff James Webster
stated that a Santa Barbara
policeman was carrying a rifle
of the proper caliber that acci
dentally discharged around the
time Moran was shot.
Webster went on to say that
the slug that killed Moran
could have conceivably come
from that weapon. The slug has
been sent to ballistics experts
in Sacramento to determine if
it came from the gun. The po
liceman whose rifle was fired
has been temporarily relieved of
his duties pending an initial
Investigation.
NEWS CENSORED

KCSB, the campus radio sta
tion, was prohibited from broad
casting from 3:30 to 6 am. Sat
urday April 18, General Man
ager Cy Godfrey termed the
restriction "the most serious in
fringement to free expression
that this campus has ever
seen."
Disturbances continued Satur
day night April 18 with the
arrest of 23 people for curfew
and other violations. KCSA was
ordered not to broadcast Isla
Vista news. Police continued to
use pepper gas, and several stu
dents found their apartments
were broken into as officers
patrolled the streets on foot, in
groups ranging up to 50 in
trucks and in marked and un
marked vehioles.

students want it, and it is in
the best interest of the Univer
sity as a whole," she stated.
"A particular need has been
expressed for this kind of mech
anism," Browne continued to
say. "It is not terribly import
ant how many people have
been hurt in the past, or how
many grades need be changed,
rather that such a mechanism,
which can resolve the bad at
mosphere between faculty and
students and thus expand their
relationships, is lacking." Ac
cording to Browne, even if few
complaints come before the
Board once it is established, the
mere fact of having such a
procedure available to all stu
dents would appease conflict,
not only over basic rights, but
also over the disputed grades
themselves.
"We will fight the good fight
to the end . . . even if it is not
resolved until next year: if it
isn't resolved by June, we will
continue on . . ." Browne de
clared.
arroused, for the most part,
shocking disbelief from resi
dents of police tactics, particu
larly the police of shooting first
and asking questions later.
As stated in an editorial ap
pearing in the student newspeper, "El Gaucho," "One impli
cation made clear last night is
that those in power are per
fectly willing to take human
life in order to protect private
property. The governor is pre
pared for a blood bath because
he knows his forces can win.
Because he knows the blood
will be our blood."

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Unclassified Dept.
3rd FloorNorth Hall

THE BATH

During the night newsmen
could be seen walking through
the middle of the street hold
ing their hands above their
heads to prevent police from
shooting them.
Sunday night April 20 there
were 24 arrests. One student
was shot in the face and chest
with birdshot for attempting to
cover a tear-gas cannister with
a garbage can lid.
An estimated 300 heavily arm
ed officers in trucks, on foot
and in cars aided by a police
helicopter patrolled I.V. and oc
casionally searched houses.
The events of the weekend

Mon., Wed.
2-4
Tues., Thurs.
9-4
11-4
Friday
3-4
• For information
call 474-8742

NEED AN APARTMENT FOR THE SUMMER!
VILLA PACIFICAN HAS THEM-

for more information call
JOE MULIGAN
at 477-3613 or 477-5624
or visit us at 4404 Manchester Avenue
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New Pool Funds Arrive

Dempsey is currently meet
by Bryon cole
ing with architects to select the
The Pacific Athletic Depart possible site of the new and
ment has taken yet another improved pool, which is to mea
step towards renovating the sure 50 meters long and 25
universities archaic facilities as yards wide—roughly six times
it was recently announced by wider and two and a half times
Athletic Director Cedric Demp- longer than the current facility.
sey that a fully modernized Although the exact location of
aquatic facility would be instal the pool has yet to be decided,
led prior to the onset of next it will most assuredly be situat
water polo season.
ed across the river.
This long awaited addition
greatly pleases S w i m m i n g
Coach Bill Rose who is the first
to admit the new pool will fac
ilitate workouts while shining
a brighter light on the program
in general.
The intramural program has
With the comiiig of the faci
plenty of activities planned but lity it is highly probable that
lacks organization. They had numerous aquatic physical edu
planned an intramural wrestl cation courses will be made
ing program but the partici available to students in the
pants never showed up and it near future.
was cancelled. The basketball
season just finished this week,
(it was supposed to end before
Easter,) with the faculty win
ning the A league, SAE the B
league and Bergen Company
the C league.

Intramural Games
Progress Slowly

Intramural track will take
place during the week of May
10th and the handball tourna
ment is in process now. Also
coming up shortly is the sixman volleyball tournament. If
you're interested in either vol
leyball or track check the bul
letin board in the gym.

May 1,197ff

Loyola Takes Two Of Three;
Baseball Title Hopes Dim
by Bryon Cole
Tigers hopes of capturing the
WCAC baseball crown all hut
vanished this past weekend as
Coach Tom Stubb's horsehiders
(six wins and seven loses in
league play) could salvage only
one victory from their three
game series with the University
of Loyola.
In their first encounter Paci
fic was forced to play catch up
as the Lions jumped out to a
4-1 lead at the end of four in
nings of play. Stymied to this
point by the Lions Tom Scar
lett, the Tigers suddenly broke
loose shelling three different
Loyola hurlers for ten runs in
route to a 11-8 win.
Once again Bob Buck led the

Tigers hitting attack collecting
two doubles and two singles in
five trips. Adding to the eleven
hit barrage was Robbie Sper
ring, whose three drives includ
ed a double and 360 foot homer.
Winning pitcher Steve Lacki
(7-4) ran into trouble in the
ninth and had to he hailed out
by veteran Steve Francheschi. A
barehanded grab of a pop foul
by catcher Don Devaney aided
Francheschi in promptly put
ting out the Lions fire.
Action the next day found the
Tigers dropping a double-head
er to Loyola 6-4 and 11-4.

ture the see-saw affair. Offen
sively, Don DeAmeral slap]
three singles while Buck slam
med a two run home and sing
le.
The second match-up showed
the Lions posting 13 hits and 11
runs to deflate the Tigers hopes
for victory. Although there were
few bright moments on the day,;
the hot bats; of Sperring (34)
and Barry Potthoff (24) ac
counted for the Tiger scoring.

Today Pacific (18-19) plays host
to Pepperdine at Billy Hebert
Field with a doubleheader for] >•
tomorrow afternoons action.

In the first game of the twin
bill the Lions posted two taint
ed runs in the seventh (aided
by three Pacific errors) to cap

SPORT CYCELRY
BICYCLES
RACING AND TOURING SPECIALISTS
Large Stock of Quality Lightweights
Raleigh and Gitane—Cycling Clothing

-zn c HorHincWav

BUY

Stockton

CRUSADER CARS
VOLKSWAGEN and PORSCHE
HEADQUARTERS
REPAIR —SERVICE - PARTS
and ACCESSORIES

A

Softball is now in process
with the A league shaping up
as a battle between the Royal
Floaters, the Tunas, SAE and
possibly the Midgets. The Tunas,
defending champs, led by Joel
Perisho, Bill Clapperton and Jon
Wernersir, defeated the Midgets
5-4 while the Royal Floaters,
with De an Lazzerini and A1 Namanny, and SAE remain unde
feated. In the A league there
will be no playoffs unless two
or more teams end up with
identical records so one defeat
could eliminate a team.

Central Valley's largest of VW acces
sories and speed equipment.
We specialize in performance work
for street, strip, road racing, or dune
buggies.
AM

CALLIOPE!

services available from tune-up

to dyno-tuning!

819 N. WILSON WAY
STOCKTON, CALIF.
Phone 209/464-7659

on sale

FORE - N - AFT
Rentals:

TENTATIVE FOOTBALL

SAILBOATS

SCHEDULE FOR 1970 SEASON
Sept. 12—Univ. of Texas, El Paso
Sept. 19—Long Beach State
Sept. 26—University of Idaho

PADDLEBOARDS

Oce.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

now

HURDLER JERRY STEWART is seen practicing for tomorrow's
WCAC championship in Reno. Stewart has been rounding into
peak form these past few weeks, accounting for his rivalry
with teammate Gary Lewis. Both have been the mainstays of
the runners this year, currenty rated fourth in the PCAA in the
12 high hurdles and fifth in the 440 intermediate hurdles.

3—Fresno State
10—Louisiana State Univ.
17—Univ. of Santa Clara
24—San Jose State
31—Univ of Santa Barbara

—photo by Holt

Illinois Boycotts Sludent Exploiters

Nov. 7—San Diego State
Nov. 14—Colorado State
Nov. 21—Univ. of Hawaii

CollegeMaster Athlete
of the Week ROBBIE SPERRING
This week's Athlete of the Week Award went to
center

fielder,

Robbie Sperring.

Plus the fact

of

playing five games of errorless ball in the field.
Robbie had a fantastic week at the plate. In be
ing at bat 15 times, he collected 10 hits, scored
9 runs with 6 RBI's. Within his 10 hits, he clouted
2 doubles,

1

triple, and a

standing athlete is a

home run. The out

junior from Lodi, California.

CollegeMaster Representatives
Gary Duquette & Ron Lazaro
1111 W. Robinhood Suite X
Stockton, Calif.

478-5827

Trophy Compliments of Herm Urendas Aloha Trophy House
1 041 South Senter Street, Stockton

CHAMPAIGN, HI. — (CPS) —
Recent boycotts have resulted in
a decision to withdraw grapes
from sale at 30 Eisner Food
Stores.
Winslow Smith, president of
the Eisner chain, said Wednes
day the action was prompted by
". . . the threat of additional
picketing, sit-ins, and disorders."
Smith released his statement
following a meeting with rep
resentatives of grape boycott
groups here. The vocal grape
boycott committee was running
one arm of a boycott this week
against four firms that alleg
edly "exploit the student mark
et at the University of Illinois."
Other firms being boycotted
include Follett's Book Store, two
locations of a local drug store,
and a high-quality clothing store
that recently ran an ad in the

Daily Illini appealing for a
"revolution now" by throwing
off old fashions and buying its
clothes.
The protestors claim the ad
"prostituted" the revolution.
The boycott began Tuesday
with one store, a bell-bottoms
pants store which boycott orga
nizers said represented "hippie
capitalism," declaring its agree
ment with the protestors imme
diately. The boycott was then
spread to the other clothing
store.
Only Eisners—-which was se
lected because of the grape is
sue—and the pants store have
come to terms so far.
Sponsoring groups say that
when the stores agree to lower
prices, the boycott will be
switched to other exploitative
stores.

FISHING BOATS
ROUND BOATS
Fun &

Party

DELUXE SAILING SLOOPS
REFRESHMENT STAND—BEER

464-3398
DAD'S POINT—LEWIS PARK
3303 Monte Diablo Avneue
Stockton

D. O. P. E.
DECALS OF PEACE AND
ECOLOGY
NOW AT THE

Freedom Share
LP's at Discount Prices
UOP Student Owned
NEAR CAMPUS
2300 W. ALPINE
465-9695

